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We find upper bounds for codimensions of Fitting ideals of a module over a
.regular ring , whose symmetric algebra is equidimensional. These bounds are
stronger than the classical Eagon]Northcott bounds. Together with lower bounds
of Simis and Vasconcelos, they show that the Fitting ideals of a module whose
symmetric algebra has an irreducible spectrum can appear only in a finite number
of codimensions. Our proof is based on earlier results concerning minimal primes
of tensor powers of a symmetric algebra and uses one of the dimension formulñ of
Huneke and Rossi. Q 1997 Academic Press
Throughout the paper, R shall be a commutative regular Noetherian
domain which is a finitely generated k-algebra, over a field k of zero
characteristic. Further, M shall be a finitely generated R-module. The
symmetric algebra of M shall be denoted Sym M. The main result of the
paper is the following:
THEOREM 1. For a fixed r G 1, let Q be a minimal associated prime of
Fitt M, not being an associated prime of Fitt M. If Spec Sym M isry1 r
 .equidimensional as a scheme o¨er Spec k , then
codim Q F r r y rk M . .
Let us stress that by equidimensionality, we mean absolute equidimen-
sionality and not equidimensionality as a scheme over Spec R, which
would imply that M is projective and the bound would be trivial. Further,
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notice that the assumptions of our theorem do not imply that Q is a
contraction of a minimal prime of Sym M.
Remark also, that if we take Q9 to be any minimal associated prime of
any Fitting ideal of M and set r 9 s rk MrQ9M then the assumptionsR r Q9
of our theorem will be satisfied for r s r 9 and Q s Q9. Therefore, the
theorem provides information about the codimensions of all minimal
associated primes of all Fitting ideals.
From a straightforward computation of the dimensions of fibres of the
map
Spec Sym M ª Spec R , 1 .
one deduces the following lower bounds: if Spec Sym M is equidimen-
sional, then
codim Q G r y rk M ,
and if Spec Sym M is irreducible, then
codim Q G r y rk M q 1. 2 .
 w x.This last bound is due to Simis and Vasconcelos see 10, 11 . Together
with our bound, these results show that codim Q can take only a finite
number of values. In particular:
COROLLARY 2. If Spec Sym M is irreducible, rk M s 1 and r s 2 then
codim Q s 2.
Another reason for having a necessary condition for the equidimension-
ality of Spec Sym M is that irreducibility is equivalent to equidimensional-
 .  w x.ity plus the condition 2 , known as condition F see 11 .1
Now, for any m = n matrix A, with entries in R, the codimension of the
ideal I of t-minors of A, satisfies the Eagon]Northcott inequality seet
w x.3, 4 :
codim I F m y t q 1 n y t q 1 , .  .t
provided that I / R. For M s coker A, our bound would in this case bet
 . .m y t q 1 rk A y t q 1 , where rk A is the generic rank of the matrix. It
is therefore obvious, that for modules with projective dimension greater
than one, our bounds are stronger than the Eagon]Northcott ones. An
w xexample of this situation is R s k x, y, z , . . . , z , and1 s
x n x ny1 y ??? xy ny1
A s .
ny1 ny2 2 n /x y x y ??? y
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 .Then Spec Sym M is irreducible although not reduced and codim Fitt M1
s 2, so the bound in Theorem 1 is sharp, whereas the Eagon]Northcott
bound would give 2n.
In the above example our bound is also sharper than the
Eisenbud]Evans]Bruns bound for t with I s 0,tq1
codim I F m q n y 2 t q 1t
 w x w x. wconjectured in 5 and proved in 2, Theorem 2 , and the Bruns bound 2,
xTheorem 3 , also with I s 0,tq1
codim I F max n , m y t q 1 . .t
Proof of Theorem 1. Theorem 1 will result from a study of tensor
powers of the symmetric algebra of M and a computation of dimensions of
w xtheir minimal primes. We will use a theorem from 8 , which relates such
primes to the Fitting ideals of M.
r Consider the tensor power m Sym M the tensor product of r copies ofR
.  r . wSym M over R . It is of course isomorphic to Sym M . As in 8, Definition
x r5 , let M be the family of those minimal primes P of m Sym M, suchR
that
dim r Sym M rP y dim Rr R l P G r 2 . 3 .  .m /
R
w xBy 8, Definition 5 and Theorem 7 , we have
Fitt M s R l P . 4 .’ Fry1
PgM
Localize R at an element not belonging to Q, but belonging to all other
minimal primes of Fitt M. We now have Fitt M s Q. This implies’ry1 ry1
 .that the contraction of the intersection of primes in 4 is a prime and
therefore for some P g M ,1
Q s R l P . 5 .1
w xBy the Huneke]Rossi dimension formula 6, Theorem 2.6.i. applied to
 r ..  .Sym M , the difference of dimensions in 3 is equal to the rank:
rk M rr R l P M r . .R rR l P .
 . 2But, for P s P , by 5 and the assumptions on Q, this rank is equal to r .1
Hence
dim r Sym M rP s dim RrQ q r 2 . 6 .m 1 /
R
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 r .Now, we shall compute dim m Sym M rP in a different way, whichR 1
shall lead to the bound in our theorem. Consider the ``diagonal'' ideal D ,r
kernel of the multiplication map:
D s ker r R ª R .mr  /
k
We have the following obvious isomorphism of k-algebras:
r Sym M ( r Sym M D r Sym M .m m mr
R k k
r  wSince Sym M is equidimensional, so is S s m Sym M by 7, Kapitel II,k
x.  .Korollar 3.9.b and dim S s r dim R q rk M . Now D is the ideal of ther
diagonal embedding of Spec R in the fibred product of r copies of Spec R
 .over Spec k. Since the field k is of zero characteristic and hence perfect
 w x.and R is regular, Spec R is smooth by 1, VII.6.3 . Thus D is the ideal ofr
 wa smooth subscheme of a smooth scheme. Hence by 1, VII.5.8 and
x. VII.5.9 , in any localization S where m is any maximal ideal in S,m
.  .containing D the ideal D S has a system of r y 1 dim R generators.r r m
Now P is a minimal prime of SrD S. Because S is equidimensional, we1 r
can apply Krull's Principal Ideal Theorem and obtain
r dim R q rk M y dim r Sym M rP F r y 1 dim R . 7 .  .  .m 1 /
R
 .The above inequality, together with 6 gives the bound of Theorem 1,
ending the proof of that theorem.
The reader might have noticed that the geometric idea behind this proof
 .is related to studying finite sets in the fibres of the map 1 that lie in the
w xlimits of sequences of generic fibres 9 .
To conclude, we state a sharpened, but less elegant version of Theorem
1.
THEOREM 3. If , in addition to the assumptions of Theorem 1, we suppose
 .Q / 0 and let
s s sup rk MrIM : I g Spec R , I ; Q, I / Q , 4R r I
then
codim Q F s q 1 r y rk M . .  .
To prove this, one should just adapt the proof of Theorem 1, this time
considering the family of those minimal primes P of sq1 Sym M, suchmR
that
dim sq1 Sym M rP y dim Rr R l P G s q 1 r . .  .m /
R
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 .Then, after a suitable localization, an analogue of formula 4 will hold.
The rest of the proof carries over with no major difference.
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